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Presentation Notes
Welcome and thank you for coming out so late in the day for our presentation! As you can see, only one of us is standing before you but Annie is joining us by Skype for her part of the presentation.  We’re very excited to present on bibliometrics and research impact at Waterloo and the great partnership opportunity this has been for the library.



Getting started
 Use of bibliometrics by 

government, funders, 
ranking groups

 Calculate your academic 
footprint

 Working Group on 
Bibliometrics
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Important stakeholders including funders, ranking organizations and various accountability organizations are increasingly using bibliometrics as one way to understand research impact.For example, in Ontario, the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities developed Strategic Mandate Agreements with Ontario universities outlining key areas of differentiation. Institutions need to provide metrics on how they are meeting goals in their key areas. The province identified number of publications, number of citations and citation impact as measures to understand research impact of institutions across Ontario in their areas.  The federal government has also used bibliometric and research impact data to determine funding opportunities in areas of priority to the government, for example in 2007 the Mobilizing Science and Technology to Canada’s Advantage Plan.Decisions on funding for programs like the Canada Excellence Research Chairs are highly dependent on institutions showing research excellence and impact in those areas.This makes it essential that institutions understand these measures and how they may be assessed by external stakeholders.The library has been supporting individual researchers to explore the impact of their publications for a number of years. Our optometry librarian developed a workshop and guide called Calculate your academic footprint which outlines a process for creating a master publication and citation list, for keeping citation counts current, and how to calculate a more robust and accurate h-index.In 2012, the university realized that we need to have an understanding at an institutional level. We formed the Working Group on Bibliometrics, including the Library, Office of Research, Institutional Analysis and Planning and representatives from all faculties. The advisory board is made up of the Director of IAP, the university Librarian and the VP, University Research. The purpose of the WG is to assist the university in understanding how bibliometrics are used and provide resources to support researchers and administrators to use them more effectively. Support of internal and strategic decision making.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/phatcontroller/72441421/


White paper and consultation
 Key messages

 Work from a basket of measures

 Involve those being measured

 Appropriate use & limitations

 Understand disciplinary 
cultures

 Do not compare across 
disciplines
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University of Waterloo 
Working Group on 
Bibliometrics (2016). White 
Paper: Measuring Research 
Outputs Through 
Bibliometrics. UWSpace. 

Guide: Bibliometrics & 
Measuring Research Output
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One of the first steps taken by the WG was to research and create a white paper on bibliometrics. A three-stage consultations process followed to consult with and gain input from a wide variety of stakeholder groups. The consultation included the bibliometrics advisory group and working group, Dean’s Council, ADRs, FAUW, UG Student Relations, Grad Student Relations, Library staff, IAP and the campus at large. Finally, the white paper went to Senate Grad and Research Council and the Senate. The white paper is available in our institutional repository and there is a separate guide to the content available from the library.The white paper is grounded in an extensive literature search and contains detailed information on bibliometrics sources, methodology and assessment. Some of the key messages include:The need to work from a basket of measures to gain a fuller picture of research impactInvolving those being measured in the processWhen to use bibliometrics and when not to and the limitations to keep in mind when interpreting the dataThe reminder that you cannot and should not compare across disciplinesThe consultation was deliberate in its planning and phasing – chances to offer input, build up awareness and education – no surprises when published, avoid alarm

http://hdl.handle.net/10012/10323
http://subjectguides.uwaterloo.ca/bibliometrics


New Specialization
 Key partnerships

 Institutional Analysis and 
Planning

 Office of Research

 Liaison Librarians

 Key roles

 Campus strategic advice

 Data analysis & replication

 Instruction
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One outcome of the campus partnership on bibliometrics and in support of the transformational research theme of the campus strategic plan was the recognition of the need for a campus expert. This led to a new specialization in the library and I’ve included a link to the job description if you are interested in more details. The way that Waterloo approached the Bibliometrics and Research Impact librarian is unique. Rather than being envisioned as support for individual faculty members, although she does provide some of that support in collaboration with our liaison librarians, this librarian very much works at the institutional level with key partners at IAP and OR. She probably spends more time in those units some weeks than she does in the library. Much of her work supports requests that come into IAP or OR from executive leaders on campus. The OR also added research impact position.The BRIL is expected to be the campus expert on bibliometrics and the Incites tools. She handles requests for bibliometric data analysis and replication of rankings methodologies. She is also expected to supply individual and group instruction around bibliometrics, altmetrics and the use of bibliometric tools.We have also provide opportunity for MLIS interns to learn about bibliometrics. 30% of the work on our information services and resources MLIS intern is in support of bibliometric work.

http://www.hr.uwaterloo.ca/.jd/00006514.html


Current work
 Research impact reports

 Analyzing university 
rankings

 Evidence for competitive 
grant applications

 Support of Office of 
Research implementation 
of Pure
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Here are some examples of her current work With the current strategic plan, the institution wanted to track certain interdisciplinary research areas. The OR, IAP and the Library created a research metrics framework to create annual reports for 5 research institutes on campus. The bibliometrics librarian gathers and analyses the publication related impact data that is relevant to those institutes. This is an example of actively involving the authors in the process.The bibliometrics librarian is also responsible for understanding the methodologies used by university ranking organizations such as QS and THE. If there has been a change in ranking for Waterloo, Shannon will try to replicate the data so that IAP can answer any questions that come from the board of governors, deans or other leaders on campus.Competitive grant applications e.g. for research chairs.Recently, much of Shannon’s time has involved working with central IT and the OR on the implementation of Elsevier’s Pure, an application for research information including researcher profiles, publications and citations, and funding opportunities. Shannon is heavily involved in 2 areas:The quality assurance of the author data sets created by ElsevierHelping the OR figure out and configure the publications workflowIn collaboration with OR we also hired an MLIS intern, Devina Dandar, to work on the outreach and training plan for Pure. She is also supporting the Research Impact Group and the WGB.



Explorations for the future
 Changes in methodology

 Additional staffing support

 Reviewing tools and 
processes

 Environmental scan of 
other institutions

 Institutional ORCID 
membership
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Much of our research impact work has been at the author level; that is identifying the authors for a research institute and identifying the relevant associated publications. To assure high quality data, this is a time-consuming process especially around name disambiguation and removal of duplicates. Last year Shannon worked with a computer science PhD to improve automated manipulation of the data sets which saved approximately 120 hours of manual labour. However, even with this improved efficiency the process is lengthy. The BWG is considering out changes in methodology, for example using journal subject areas or journal level categories, would impact our ability to assess these research areas.Shannon is also beginning to consider additional support. It has been wonderful to have MLIS interns and to provide a growth opportunity for their careers. At the same time, Shannon is constantly training someone and it takes a while each time for someone to get up to speed. There are also times when we do not have a co-op student. We need to examine whether bibliometric support for Shannon should be incorporated into another library position.Exploring things like VosViewerLiterature review – mostly NA, Europe, Australia – depends on if there is a national frameworkAnd for the next area of investigation I’m going to hand things over to Annie. 



Collection Lifecycle 
Management
Enhancing Evidence-Based Decision Making
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Collection Assessment

Brain_iStock_000013485370XSmall 
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Collection review policies often state that the materials remove no longer meet needs due to curricular change, changing research interests, and little or no use. This review process is traditionally anchored in usage statistics, followed by manual review to leverage expertise of subject librarians. Usage statistics are imperfect, often incomplete pictures of the impact of a work. They may or may not include browsing statistics, which may or may not represent in-person use of print. For online materials, even COUNTER compliance is imperfect and can lead to skewed results and gaming of the system to inflate. Assessing curricular and research relevance from a MARC record is also imperfect. Seminal work will be easy to identify. It may also reinforce the Anglo-Saxon biases of the collections.How do we then enhance these methods moving forward? How to create a more holistic view of the impact of a work?



Bibliometrics & Collections
 Analyze how they got there – not where they went!

 Well, sometimes where they go

BuildingBlocks_iStock_000008107136S
mall
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Citation analysis has been used for over 40 years to do analysis of serial collections and their adequacy (Narin 1976). Often focused on ensuring that the collection contains the preferred publications of the faculty members. In other words, the publishing pattern of faculty.Fast forward to the 21st century, citation analysis is being used more broadly to understand the publishing and citation pattern (Drummond & Wharto 2009). If we take a moment to step back and think about ensuring greater just-in-time access to support research and scholarship, then it would be access to the serials and monographs used to create new knowledge. That said, understanding of publishing approaches and preference can identify research groups for outreach about the institutional repository And for the universities who want to increase their research impact ratings, it can also highlight groups that could benefit from advice on higher-impact publishing. (Drummond & Wharto 2009).



More metrics
Journal Impact Factors

+

Citation Counts 

+

Altmetrics
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Journal impact factors are a quick gauge of how popular a journal is – often also thought to represent the quality of the journal. However, journal impact is most effective in the sciences and for English-language material. It under-represents the humanities most.Closely related are citation counts, which look at how often an article was cited. The higher the count for an author or a work, the more influential it is thought to be. These take years to build up often, and therefore under-represent the influence of current works. In terms of collection assessment for electronic subscription, this can lead to an underrepresentation of new scholars and emerging topics.Altmetrics report on the attention an item, journal or author is getting on the social web. It helps to understand what is being discussed, shared, recommended and otherwise used online. Particularly useful for non-traditional scholarly use, “applied” disciplines or professional degrees. Their downfall is that they require a high degree of manual work, only help to show the volume of attention (not the quality). Also, trending research does not always turn into long-term impact. 
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Questions?
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